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Dear brothers and sisters in Christ, we are thankful for your prayers and support for
the work of the Chinese Bible School. The good news of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ continues to be proclaimed to more than 1.4 billion in the Chinese-speaking
world via internet evangelism. We are grateful for your partnership in spreading the
soul-saving Gospel throughout the world.
We are glad the nine video lessons for the book of Acts covering the first six
chapters of the book have been uploaded to the website of the Chinese Bible
School. The links to assess these videos are as follows:
For the traditional Chinese version: chinesebibleschool.org/zh-hant-Acts1
For the simplified Chinese version: chinesebibleschool.org/zh-hans-Acts1
We are continuing to prepare the manuscripts for the next nine lessons of the book
of Acts. The video recording of these lessons is scheduled to be at the end of
November. These nine lessons will cover the materials from chapters 7 to 14 and
end with Paul’s first missionary journey. I am thankful to my wife Yolanda for her
tireless proofreading of the manuscripts. Her efforts in revising and rearranging the
texts make the flow of the story more cohesive and easier to understand. For this, I
appreciate her.
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Our Tencent QQ and WhatsApp online Bible study groups continue to study the
book of Genesis. We have completed seven lessons of study covering the first nine
chapters of the book of Genesis up to the story of the Flood. Each lesson ends with
applications. We learned that God’s promise never fails even when the situation
seems so helpless. All we can do is trust God’s saving hands no matter how difficult
life is. Never give up!
Months ago I translated the book titled How Do You Know God is Real? by Kyle
Butt. The book finally was made into a PDF file with all the colorful charts and
pictures. In God’s providence, a brother in Christ in China was asking if I had the
Chinese teaching materials on the existence of God and if the Bible is from God. He
was organizing a study group in his hometown and would like to use the teaching
materials in this area. I was glad I can offer him this translated book and he was
also glad that he has a such quality book in hand for teaching. He said he will keep
me posted on their progress in the study. I pray as we continue to sow and water the
seed, may God give the increase.
All the online Chinese video views as of October 31 of year 2021

were over 230,000.
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